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Abstract

Recently, peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic is increasing rapidly in volume day by day. One of the main causes
is that most of P2P applications including file sharing and streaming applications often form overlay net-
works for exchanging data that are oblivious to the underlay network topology. As a result, they generate
a large amount of inter-domain traffic causing higher cost for internet service providers (ISPs). This raises
a problem of traffic localization. To optimize the cross-ISP/AS traffic, existing approaches focus on solv-
ing the problem on the application layer where each P2P application must be equipped with an additional
protocol to obtain underlay network information from an “oracle” server or an additional locality-aware
procedure to estimate location by itself. Therefore some modifications of application software are re-
quired for these approaches. In this paper, we propose a novel solution for addressing the problem, called
PLS, forcing packet loss to each P2P packet based on geographical location of each destination at the
network layer. Since PLS is implemented at a network router, no software modification is required. This
proposal can be applied to all types of P2P applications in order to localize the traffic. The experiments
evaluated on popular P2P streaming applications show that our proposed method significantly reduces the
cross-domain traffic by suppressing the connections with faraway peers.
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1. Introduction

According to a recent study, although peer-to-peer
(P2P) traffic is declining in percentage of overall
Internet traffic, it is still increasing rapidly in vol-
ume due to tremendous growing of multimedia con-
tent delivery such as video streaming, which ac-
counted for 51 percent of all consumer Internet traf-
fic in 2011 and will up to 55 percent in 2016 1.
This does not include video exchanged through P2P
file sharing. Currently, P2P streaming applications

(P2PTV), such as PPStream 2, PPTV (the update
version of PPLive) 3, SopCast 4, and Zattoo 5 have
become increasingly popular. Therefore, controlling
P2P traffic is one of the biggest challenges for inter-
net service providers (ISPs) and research commu-
nity as well.

The problem is that most of P2P applications
often ignore traffic costs at ISPs: peers construct
an overlay network and establish their connections
based on not the network stability but the resource
availability. The overlay network is thus almost in-
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dependent of the physical network due to a lack of
knowledge about the underlay network topology. As
a result, P2P applications generate a large amount
of unpredictable cross-ISP/AS (Autonomous sys-
tem) traffic on the Internet. This might temporar-
ily improve performance of P2P application, but af-
fect to available bandwidth of other applications and
drive ISPs to pay more for the inter-domain traffic.
To reduce the cost for handling cross-ISP/AS traf-
fic, ISPs might try to implement bandwidth throt-
tling or limiting, and/or even blocking P2P systems
in their network. In response, P2P systems may
change their design and try to hide them from the
network. This makes P2P traffic control problem be-
come more challenging. A variety of methods have
been introduced, and many works 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

suggest that the consideration of peer location would
reduce inter-ISP/AS traffic and also conserve the
bandwidth. This forms the problem of traffic local-
ization.

Almost all of existing approaches focus on solv-
ing the problem on the application layer where mod-
ifications of P2P systems are required as follows:

• The modification of the application software to in-
tegrate a locality-awareness procedure,

• the enhancement of trackers, which guides ap-
plications to make better choice in selection of
neighbor peers, or

• both of the above.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach
for localizing P2P traffic, called PLS (Packet Loss
Scheme). In PLS, each packet is forced to drop
with a given probability according to geographical
locations of the destinations at the gateway routers.
The packet loss rate for the connection paths to far-
ther peers are forced to become higher than those to
closer peers. By doing that, P2P applications tend to
eliminate connection paths to farther peers, and the
traffic will be thus localized. Because our proposal
is implemented on network routers, it is completely
independent of existing P2P applications and can be
easily applied to all P2P systems without any soft-
ware modification.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we introduce the related work. Our pro-

posed scheme is explained in detail in Section III,
and then Section IV shows an implementation of the
proposed method. Section V gives experimental re-
sults. Conclusions and future work are provided in
Section VI.

2. Related work

The idea of traffic localization techniques was orig-
inally proposed for P2P file sharing applications.
Plissonneau et al. 15 showed their analysis on eDon-
key file sharing, and reported that most of traffic tra-
versed nationwide or international networks. It is
also noted that about 40 percent of the traffic could
be localized if locality-aware peer selection mecha-
nisms were integrated. Karaginanis et al. analyzed
Bittorent trace logs and found that about 50 percent
of the files could be downloaded from peers at the
same ISP 16.

The work introduced by Bindal et al. is probably
closest to ours 8. They proposed biased neighbor se-
lection scheme applying to Bittorent, which selects
only k peers from outside of ISP and (35 - k) peers in
the same ISP, where k is parameter. The idea of bi-
ased neighbor selection can be implemented in two
ways: modifying trackers and clients and the use of
P2P traffic shaping devices. The former certainly
requires software modification, whereas the latter,
similar to ours method, does not require any mod-
ification of software. However, to apply this idea to
other applications such as P2PTV, the peer list for-
mat of the applications has to be known in advance.
It means that the shaping device will be dependent
on the P2P applications.

Aggarwal et al. 6 proposed that ISPs and P2P
users should cooperate together for improving the
performance of traffic localization problem. The
ISPs, by knowing clearly the network information
such as a physical topology and geographical infor-
mation of peers, can offer an “oracle” service to the
P2P users to help them make a better selection of
neighbor peers. In response, P2P users can query the
oracle and use the suggestion to help ISPs manage
their traffic more efficiently. This scheme requires
the trust and good cooperation between the ISPs and
the P2P applications. In addition, each P2P applica-
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tion must be equipped with an additional module to
communicate with the oracle.

Deriving from the oracle idea, P4P is a very fa-
mous framework 14. P4P also proposed that net-
work providers and P2P system should not try to
improve network efficiency independently, but co-
operate with each other. In the P4P architecture,
each network provider, e.g. an ISP, maintains an
iTracker in its own network. An iTracker provides
the p-distance interface, representing the logical dis-
tance and costs among PIDs (aggregation nodes)
from coarse-grained to fine-grained based on physi-
cal network information. Contrary to the original or-
acle, the use of p-distance interface by ISPs and P2P
applications is very flexible due to simple and exten-
sible of interface design. The Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) is going to make a standardiza-
tion called ALTO (application-layer traffic optimiza-
tion) 13, 7 based on oracle-based system 6 and P4P
14.

Choffnes and Bustamate introduced another ap-
proach for traffic localization 9. They claimed that
the presence of the oracle service provided by ISPs
is redundant since all the necessary information for
peer selection is already gathered by content distri-
bution networks (CDNs). By using DNS redirection,
they assumed that two peers are recognized as being
close to each other if they are redirected to a similar
set of replica servers. This idea was implemented
as a java plugin to Azureus Bittorent client, called
Ono. Of course, a lot of software modifications are
required for this scheme.

Other approaches including IDMaps 10 and GNP
12 proposed mechanisms for underlay network in-
formation estimation by end system. The distance
between two peers can be estimated based on some
special hosts called tracers in IDMaps or Landmarks
in GNP, whose locations have been computed in
advance. The existence of tracers and Landmark
makes it hard to achieve high accuracy in a large-
scale network. In addition, such measurement-based
approaches require to probe the network by active or
passive measurement. However, measuring real traf-
fic is sometimes very difficult when some overlay
networks are running on one node simultaneously.

As described above, most of existing P2P

locality-aware mechanisms require several software
modifications of P2P systems. This is sometimes
very hard due to closed design or license problem
of commercial software. Miyoshi et al. 11 pro-
posed P2P-DISTO framework for P2P traffic local-
ization without any modification of existing appli-
cation software. According to the geographical lo-
cation of peers, the packets that were sent to or re-
ceived from farther peers were inserted longer addi-
tional delay than closer peers. This paper is sim-
ilar to the P2P-DISTO idea but tries to realize it
with a different mechanism. Instead of adding de-
lay, we discard the packets with an adaptive proba-
bility at network routers. Our method requires nei-
ther any software modification nor collaboration be-
tween ISPs and P2P system. Therefore, it can be
applicable as a solution for reduction of the cross-
ISP/AS traffic to wide variety of P2P applications.

3. Proposed Scheme

As we know, P2P systems build their all protocols on
the underlay network for the communication among
peers, called overlay network. Consider the over-
lay network in which a querying peer receives a list
of available candidates from a root server, track-
ers, or other peers. Without a locality-aware mech-
anism, the querying peer then randomly selects a
set of peers to contact with. Such kind of selec-
tion sometimes leads to suboptimal choices. To in-
crease the downloading speed, P2P applications in-
cluding P2PTV currently tend to eliminate delayed
peers from the list of available peers. From the
viewpoint of the applications, longer round-trip time
(RTT) leads to longer delay. From this observation,
Miyoshi et al. proposed P2P-DISTO 11 that adjusts
RTT by inserting additional delay into each packet
depending on the geographical location of its desti-
nation in order to localize the traffic. However, to
delay the traffic, the routers need to hold the packets
for a certain time before forwarding them to the des-
tination. P2P-DISTO therefore requires a very large
buffer memory to hold many packets at any time.
This makes it hard to deploy P2P-DISTO in a real
router.
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For local traffic 
Do nothing 

For locality-unaware traffic 
Discard packets probabilistically 

For locality-unaware traffic  
with longer distance 

Discard packets with higher probability 

Fig. 1. The concept of PLS.

Communication performance in P2P networks
would be measured in terms of not only latency
but also packet loss probability. We thus propose
PLS to adjust packet loss probability for each packet
depending on the geographical location of its des-
tination. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the
PLS scheme. PLS does nothing for local traffic,
but forces packet loss for locality-unaware traffic.
By discarding packet probabilistically, the P2P traf-
fic can be localized for the following reasons: (1)
Packet loss might cause a failure of transmitting the
hand shaking packets with farther peers, and closer
peers are therefore likely to be selected instead; (2)
If no failure occurs in the hand shaking phase, the
peer might download video data from another peer
located in a different ISP/AS. However, the subse-
quent packet loss will make this connection unsta-
ble. Moreover, P2P streaming applications tend to
close unstable connections to improve the quality of
the video. Therefore, cross-ISP/AS connections will
be reduced; in other words, the traffic can be local-
ized. Since PLS does not require large buffer mem-
ory, it can be more easily deployed in a real router.

As mentioned in previous sections, PLS can be
implemented outside of the existing applications.
Therefore, we introduce a router-aided approach.
Figure 2 shows an architecture of the proposed
router. A traffic classification module and a packet
loss module are complemented with the common
routing function. The traffic classification module
classifies input traffic into two types: P2P traffic and

Traffic 
classification 

module 

Common 
routing 
function Packet loss 

module 

Input Out put 

Normal traffic 

P2P 
traffic 

P2P-PLS router 

Fig. 2. PLS router architecture.

the other traffic. The classification ensures that only
P2P traffic goes into packet loss module whereas the
normal traffic is forwarded directly to common rout-
ing function. This is to avoid degrading the quality
of service (QoS) of non-P2P traffic flowing through
the PLS router.

In the packet loss module, the destination of
each packet is first resolved by using several IP-to-
geographic-location mapping services. The packet
might be discarded with a given probability depend-
ing on the location of the destination of packet. If
the destination is in the same area as the PLS router,
for example in the same AS, ISP, or country, the
packet is normally forwarded to the common router
function, in other words the packet loss rate is zero.
Otherwise, the module drops the packet with a de-
fined rate of packet loss. The packet loss rate can be
changed according to the distance.

There are two drawbacks of forcing packet loss
method. With packet recovery supported protocols
such as TCP, packet loss makes an impact on net-
work throughput due to re-transmitting the missing
packets. With other protocols such as UDP provid-
ing no recovery for lost packets, packet loss results
in degrading application performance. Therefore,
the reasonable packet loss rate and the QoS should
be taken into account.

4. Implementation of PLS

We describe the implementation of PLS in detail in
this section. We set up a desktop PC as a PLS router.
The detailed hardware configuration is as follows:
Intel Core i7-2600 3.4 GHz CPU, 12GB memory,
two 1-Gbps Ethernet network interface cards, op-
erated under Linux Ubuntu 12.04, kernel 3.2.0-29
generic.
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P2P  
application 

GeoLite Country 
database  

Monitoring using  
libpcap 

Forcing packet loss using  
dummynet 

IP addresses 
 

1 

2 

Locations 
 

3 

Location mapping 
 

Fig. 3. The implementation of PLS.

For the traffic classification module, many meth-
ods have been already proposed. For instance,
ISPs usually use deep packet inspection and session-
based classification with 5 tuples (IP addresses, port
numbers, and protocol type) to block P2P systems.
More recently, Valenti et al. introduced Abacus 17,
a behavioral classification method for P2P traffic.
Abacus showed an accurate classification result of
P2P applications relying only on the count of pack-
ets and bytes that peers exchange during a small time
windows. Therefore, we can utilize such kinds of
classification methods above to implement the mod-
ule in PLS. In this study, we skip the packet classifi-
cation module and only focus on implementation of
packet loss module.

Figure 3 illustrates the implementation of packet
loss module in the following three steps:

• Packet monitoring: We used libpcap 18, a well-
known packet capture library to monitor all pack-
ets travelling through the router. The header of
each packet was analyzed to read their source and
destination IP addresses.

• Location mapping: the obtained IP addresses
were then mapped to their location using IP-to-
location service. In this study, we utilized GeoLite
Country database, a free IP-to-country database
created by MaxMind 19 for simplicity. After this
step, we have a map of IP addresses to their cor-
responding countries.

• Forcing packet loss: for simulating packet loss
in a real network, dummynet 20 was used. Dum-
mynet is a flexible tool for simulating packet fil-
tering, bandwidth management, packet delay, and
packet loss. It is originally implemented in

Internet 

192.168.12.1 

Eth1 

Eth0 

P2P-PLS 

192.168.12.8 

10.0.0.100 

Host 1 

10.0.0.101 

Host 2 

10.0.0.102 

Host 4 

192.168.12.43 

FTTH service in Japan 
(NGN, 100Mbps) 100 Mbps LAN 

Hub 

Host 3 

10.0.0.103 

Fig. 4. Network environment and configuration.

FreeBSD but also available for other frameworks
including Linux and Windows. By using ipfw
firewall, which is the main user interface for dum-
mynet, we can create pipes between sender and
receiver peers, and the packets are carried through
these pipes. Depending on the geographical lo-
cation of the destination obtained in the second
step, each pipe can be configured with a different
packet loss rate.

5. Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows our experimental network environ-
ment and configuration. For the Internet connec-
tion, we signed the contracts with FLETS HIRAKI
NEXT, a 100 Mbps optical access service on the
next generation network (NGN), and plala HIKAKI
Mate with FLETS as an ISP in Japan. PLS is con-
figured as a gateway router. There are 2 types of
measurement hosts. Host 4 is connected directly
to the main switch to evaluate the traffic in normal
case without applying packet loss scheme. Other
three hosts are connected to the PLS router to evalu-
ate the traffic when the proposed method is applied.
The hardware configurations of all the measurement
hosts are the same as follows: Intel Core i5-2440
CPU 3.1 GHz, 4GB of memory, a 100 Mbps net-
work interface card, operated under 64-bit Windows
7.

Wireshark 21, a well-known packet sniffer appli-
cation, was installed on all the measurement hosts
for capturing traffic and generating statistical infor-
mation. To ensure that no non-P2P traffic is gener-
ated due to the skip of traffic classification module,
only P2P applications and Wireshark are permitted
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to run on the measurement hosts.
In this experiment, we evaluated on existing

P2PTV applications because of their current popu-
larity. We selected two types of applications, PPTV
for performing on-demand video, and SopCast for
performing live streaming video. The consideration
of peer’s locality on the two applications was re-
ported in technical report of NAPA-WINE project
22, where SopCast is almost unaware of peer’s loca-
tion and PPTV is not strong as well. We set each
application to run one-by-one on the measurement
hosts. On SopCast, a live Chinese channel, CCTV-
2, was selected to play. On PPTV, we watched an
on-demand drama.

We configured the PLS where every packet ex-
changing with foreign peers will be lost with proba-
bility of 10, 20, and 30 percent on hosts 1, 2, and 3
respectively. Meanwhile, we do not need to rebuild
the source code whenever we change the packet loss
rate.

5.1. Results with PPTV

The experiment with PPTV was conducted in Octo-
ber 2012. An on-demand drama video was selected
for playing on the measurement hosts. Since each
host has been configured with a different packet loss
rate, we measured the amount of downloaded data
and the number of peers on each host, and com-
puted their ratio by country as metrics for compar-
ing. Each packet loss mode from 0 to 30 percent was
performed five times, and the average value of the
downloaded data quantity and the number of peers
were calculated as the final results.

The left side of Fig. 5 shows the downloaded
data distribution, where the vertical axis presents the
country-by-country ratio of downloaded data. The
top three countries when the packet loss rate is zero
are shown individually, and the others are bundled
together into one group. Without packet loss, down-
loaded data from China and Japan account for major
portion of total, which is about 40 percent for each
country. With any packet loss mode of PLS, the ra-
tio of downloaded data from Japan increases signif-
icantly, whereas the overseas traffic from China and
other countries decreases. The packet loss rate of
20 percent presents the best performance, where the

ratio of downloaded data from Japan accounts for
approximately 80 percent of the total. This proves
that PPTV tends to receive data pieces from peers
in Japan that have much lower packet loss rate than
foreign peers. In other words, our proposal clearly
realizes P2P traffic localization on PPTV.

The right side of Fig. 5 presents the neighbor
peer distributions, where the vertical axis shows the
country-by-country ratio of the number of peers that
the measurement host exchanged data with. The re-
sults indicate that the number of peers has changed
very little, and almost independent of packet loss
rate. This can be explained as follows: PPTV first
connects to some root servers to obtain a list of avail-
able online peers, and then forms an overlay net-
work to exchange data pieces with a subset of those
peers. Because PLS cannot intervene to this phase,
the neighbor peer distribution is therefore pretty sta-
ble.

Figure 6 gives an example of temporal change
of throughput by country. From this figure, with-
out the proposed packet loss method, most of traffic
comes from China, and the amount of traffic from
Japan accounts for minor portion. After applying
the packet loss method with the rate of 20 percent,
PPTV changes to connect with peers in Japan to
download the data. Therefore, the amount of traf-
fic from Japan significantly increases and accounts
for major portion.

5.2. Results with SopCast

All experiments with SopCast were performed in
November 2012. A live Chinese channel, CCTV-
2, was chosen for the experiment on the measure-
ment hosts. We found that SopCast is different from
PPTV in the number of neighbor peers. There are
very few peers: only four or five neighbor peers
which are exchanging video data are found in Sop-
Cast. It means that we cannot sometimes find any
Japan peer and therefore cannot localize the traf-
fic inside Japan. To avoid this, we have to check
whether Japan peers exist or not before running the
experiment.

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the results for Sop-
Cast. The results are similar to those of PPTV: the
amount of downloaded data from Japan increases
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Fig. 5. Downloaded data and neighbor peer distribution by
country for PPTV when forcing packet loss with different
rate.
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Fig. 6. Temporal change of throughput for PPTV without
and with packet loss method; the left side shows the result
in normal case without packet loss method, and the right
side shows the result when forcing 20% packet loss to over-
seas traffic.

sharply according to the packet loss rate; whereas
the neighbor peer distributions are fairly stable.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a router-aided approach for op-
timizing the traffic of P2P streaming applications.
By forcing packet loss at the routers, traffic could be
localized without any modifications of application
software. This proposal can be applied for design-
ing new traffic-shaping devices that support local-
ization function. We also introduced an implementa-
tion of the PLS router utilizing libpcap, dummynet,
and GeoLite country database. The experimental re-
sults proved that the proposed method successfully
realized traffic localization on P2PTV applications.
In particular, once the packet loss method is applied,
both PPTV and SopCast change to download video
data pieces from peers in Japan and tend to eliminate
the connection paths to foreign peers.

Several challenges remain at the current imple-
mentation. In the future, we will improve the PLS
using not only country information of peers but also
other information such as ISP, AS, and the quality
of connection links to achieve finer-grained results.
Furthermore, the quality of video after applying the
method should be examined carefully.
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